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Answer set programming (ASP) is a novel declarative  programming paradigm where the basic idea is similar to, for
example,  SAT-based planning or constraint programming: an application problem is  solved by encoding it using logic
program type rules so that the  solutions to the problem are captured by the stable models of the rules.  Then an ASP
solver capable of computing stable models can provide  solutions to the original problem. What makes the approach
particularly  interesting is that, on one hand, ASP provides a powerful knowledge  representation language for effective
problem encoding and, on the other  hand, a number of efficient ASP systems have already been developed.  This has
led to applications in areas such as planning, decision  support, product configuration, computer aided verification, VLSI 
routing, network management, security protocol analysis, linguistics,  and diagnosis.

The tutorial explains the theoretical foundations  of ASP, introduces the ASP programming paradigm, outlines
computational  techniques used in current ASP solvers, and discusses some interesting  applications of the approach..
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